Poetic Justice III
Pirates & Morons: In April of 2009, a motley collection of Somali pirates
hijacked a Belgian ship north of the Seychelles named the MV Pompei.
For two months they brutalized 10 crew members, whom they held
hostage until a ransom of two million Euros was eventually paid.
The leader of this pack of black savages was a piece of trash named
Mohammad Abdi Hassan, who has been nicknamed the Somali Pirate
"King." In 2013, a U.N. report identified Abdi Hassan as “one of the most
notorious and influential leaders” of the many Somali pirates in the
area, known for brutally hijacking ships for ransom.
This "Pirate King" was a particularly egotistical and narcissistic fellow, but
very reclusive and remained out of reach for Belgian authorities to arrest.
Like most of Africa, Somalia was and remains a cesspool of corruption
and incompetence that refused to honor any arrest warrants or
extradition requests.
Some clever fellow -- who really knew his Africans -- devised a plan to
use a "sting operation" to lure the Pirate King to Brussels. In 2013, the
Pirate King was offered a fictitious role in a documentary about piracy.
When he arrived in Belgium, expecting to become a film star, he was
immediately arrested and began serving a 20 year sentence for piracy
handed down by the Bruges Criminal Court in absentia. He was also
convicted of torture, and ordered to pay 20,000 Euros to the ship's
Captain.
William Garrison: This nigro spent nearly 44 years behind bars for a
murder he committed at age 16, but succumbed to COVID-19 just weeks
before he was to be paroled.

Despite a parole date in May of 2020, Garrison died on April 13th of 2020
at the Macomb Correctional Facility in MIchigan. He was sentenced to
life without parole on a first degree murder conviction in 1976. His
murder occurred during a home invasion.
Naturally, his lawyer claimed at a December parole hearing that Garrison
had been "rehabilitated." She dun stated that "he bees litturate, 'cause
he dun teached hisself to reed and rite. He were also lernin de law so
he cood have a lisence to steal and not get arrested no mo."
In January of 2020, Garrison's sentence had been modified from "Life"
to 40 to 90 years, and he was offered supervised parole at that time.
He rejected the offer of supervised parole, and chose instead to wait
until May for parole without supervision. It's hard not to see the Hand
of God in this series of events...
Liberal Wisconsin Couple: A very liberal couple in the People's Republic
of Madison, Wisconsin got a fatal dose of nigros after allowing their 18
year-old daughter to room with her black boyfriend in their home during
the COVID-19 epidemic.
To show that unique brand of "black gratitude" we've all come to
expect, in return for generously taking in a real, live nigro, the couple
were brutally murdered by the black boyfriend and his apish black
accomplice in the course of robbing their home.
The wife was a physician who misspent her career serving "minority
communities," and the husband was an equally liberal educator. Their
endless degrees and significant wealth could not insulate them from the
fatal consequences of direct contact with Africanus criminalis.

What can one say about white parents who would not only allow their
high school-age daughter to date a black baboon, but then go even further
and provide a room for for him in their own home? The parents did evict
the two, eventually, but only because the teenagers refused to observe
strict "social distancing" during the COVID-19 epidemic!
Despite their eviction -- in which the parents did all the moving as the surly
teens watched -- this teenaged couple weren't thrown out into the cold.
Instead, mommy rented them a nice "Bed-and-Breakfast" near the UWM
campus, which should tell readers everything they need to know about
the insanity of liberalism.
Instead of "social-distancing," these misguided parents should have
insisted that their daughter practice "RACIAL-DISTANCING," in which
case both parents would still be alive and their daughter would not be
facing an investigation to determine if she was involved in the crime.

Chris Matthews: For almost a year, Chris Matthews of MS-NBC subjected
his audiences to numerous appearances by Michael Avenatti, a New York
lawyer whom cooler heads at Fox News referred to as "the creepy porn
lawyer."
Many times over several years, Matthews brought Avenatti on his show
"Hardball" as a guest, and then proceeded to swallow the wackiest lies
the fevered brain of this sleazy porn lawyer could concoct. Matthews was
a cheerleader for Avenatti, who became a celebrity on other dishonest
cable channels, as well.
None of Avenatti's claims were ever fact-checked, because his
appearances on MS-NBC were made exclusively to damage Donald
Trump. Avenatti was the attorney for "Stormy Daniels" -- with whom

Trump may have had an affair -- and was given license to lie as only such
a sleaze-ball can.
One "fact" declared by Avenatti was that funds paid by Trump to Stormy
Daniels were laundered through a "Russian Oligarch." Not too
surprisingly, Avenatti ended up in the slam for extortion, and also for
embezzling the assets of some of his clients, including those of Stormy
Daniels.
In early March, Matthews got a dose of his own medicine from the socalled "#MeToo Movement": He was forced to retire by the Jews at MSNBC for the crime of "inappropriately flirting" with an unnamed female
employee.
As Marlon Brando ("Stanley Kowalski") put it so eloquently in A Streetcar
Named Desire: "HAAAAAAA, HAAAAAAA!"

